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Abstract 
Nonequilibrium quasiparticles injected into the biased film of a superconducting tunnel junction (STJ) give rise to the 
electrical current across the insulating barrier. Each quasiparticle in superconductor is a quantum superposition of 
electron-like and hole-like excitations. This duality nature of quasiparticle leads to the process of quasiparticle 
multitunneling. Quasiparticle begins tunnel back and forth across the insulating barrier until it will be out of the 
game. After each tunneling from the biased film, quasiparticle loses its energy by emission of phonons until it reaches 
the gap energy. Because of the multitunneling, one quasiparticle can deposit the excess of its energy more than once. 
In this work, the theory of branching cascade processes is applied to the processes of the heat and the charge flow 
caused by the process of quasiparticle multitunneling. The relationship between the heat flow and the current through 
a superconducting tunnel junction is derived. It was shown that energetic X-rays at high counting rates may cause 
additional broadening of the spectral lines in STJ detectors due to temperature fluctuations through dependence of the 
gap energy on the temperature. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Horst Rogalla and 
Peter Kes. 
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1. Introduction 
In [1], the general formula for the energy resolution of superconducting tunnel junction (STJ) detector 
for optical photons and soft X-rays was derived. From the general theory it follows, that the energy 
resolution of STJ detector has the additional contribution caused by fluctuations of absorber temperature. 
This additional source of line broadening has its origin in heating of STJ detector by photon flux. The 
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general formula for the energy resolution of STJ detector contains the term proportional to the relative 
variance of the absorber temperature caused by heating of STJ detector by incident photons 
222222 /)(/))(( TTTTTT '  K .                                                                 (1)
The brackets denote averaging over the temperature of superconductor at registration of photon flux. 
To appreciate this additional source of line broadening, let us consider the simplest model of 
symmetric STJ detector that consists of two identical superconducting layers divided by an insulating 
barrier (S-I-S tunnel junction), which is operating at zero temperature. The material of leads will be 
considered to have the gap energy greater, than the gap energy of superconducting layers, so all 
nonequilibrium quasiparticles end their lives by recombining into Cooper pairs. 
STJ detector operates as a particle detector by biasing the junction at a voltage eV /' , where '
is the gap energy of superconducting material, and e  is the elementary charge. An incident photon 
produces in STJ detector an excess of nonequilibrium quasiparticles. The releasing of heat energy in S-I-S 
tunnel junction differs from that in the normal metal-insulator-normal metal (N-I-N) tunnel junction. In 
normal metal tunnel junction biased by a voltage V  and operating at zero temperature one excess 
electron can tunnel only once from the biased electrode releasing by phonon emission the heat energy 
equals to the difference in electron energy between two electrodes eV .
In superconductor each quasiparticle should be treated as quantum superposition of electron-like and 
hole-like excitations. As the branch-mixing rate is very high, the populations of these two states are 
always equal. This duality nature of quasiparticle leads to the effect of quasiparticle multitunneling. 
Quasiparticle starts to tunnel back and forth through the insulating barrier each time transferring into heat 
via phonons emission the difference in its energy between two electrodes. So, one quasiparticle can 
transfer into heat the biasing energy eV  more than once. 
Fig. 1. Tunnel processes in symmetric S-I-S tunnel junction in the semiconductor representation at zero operating temperature. 
The electron-like and hole-like features of quasiparticles become apparent in the semiconductor 
representation of S-I-S tunnel junction. In Fig. 1 the four different tunnel processes, which occur in S-I-S 
tunnel junction, are shown. Full circles denote quasiparticles before tunneling and open circles are the 
quasiparticles after the tunneling process. Quasiparticle above and below the Fermi-level represents the 
electron-like and the hole-like excitation. After the quasiparticle tunneling in the process 1 as an electron, 
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after relaxation to the band gap energy, quasiparticle can tunnel in opposite direction as a hole in the 
process 4. Such sequence of transitions leads to the process of multitunneling. For our simplest model of 
symmetric STJ operating at zero temperature, after fast process of phonon emission all tunneled 
quasiparticles relax to the gap energy and the tunneling processes 2 and 3 are forbidden. 
In superconducting layers, in contrast to normal conductors, there is a process of recombination of two 
quasiparticles into a Cooper pair with '2 -phonon generation, which energy eventually transforms into 
heat in STJ detector. 
2. Charge transfer through the insulating barrier caused by quasiparticle multitunneling 
As the process of quasiparticle multitunneling represents a random branching cascade process, then the 
formalism of generating functions (GF) is the most adequate for its formulation [2]. The system of 
coupled equations for generating functions determining random dynamics of quasiparticle in STJ, which 
takes into account duality nature of quasiparticle and coupling of the quasiparticle and phonon 
subsystems, was derived in [3] 
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This system of coupled equations holds for bias voltage bV  applied to the right electrode with respect 
to the grounded left electrode, so the preferential direction for the electron charge flow is from left to right 
electrode. 
In (2) and (3) s  is the auxiliary variable of the GF, 1eP  is the probability of quasiparticle tunneling 
from left to right electrode as an electron transferring electron charge to the right, 1hP  is the probability of 
quasiparticle tunneling to the right electrode as a hole transferring electron charge to the left, 1phP  is the 
probability of quasiparticle recombination into a Cooper pair with 2' -phonon formation, which 
propagates through the insulating barrier and destroy a Cooper pair in the opposite electrode. This process 
goes without charge transfer. As a result, for each quasiparticle that disappears in the left electrode one 
quasiparticle in the right electrode occurs. 1phP  is the probability of this process that goes without charge 
transfer. 1lP  is the probability that after quasiparticle recombination into a Cooper pair the energy of ' -
phonon will be transferred into heat in the left electrode. The probabilities of similar processes for a 
quasiparticle in the right electrode are 2eP , 2hP , 2phP and 2lP . Since all four processes in each 
electrode are alternative, then 11111   phlhe PPPP , 12222   phlhe PPPP .
For symmetric STJ detector operating at zero temperature, lll PPP   21 , the PPP   21 ,
021   eh PP , phphph PPP   21 and the system of equations (2) and (3) reduces to 
> @ > @sfPsPPsf mphtlm 21 )(  ,                                                                                               (4)
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The solution of this set of equations is symmetric with respect to electrodes 
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The mean value of the charge multiplication factor m , i.e. the electron charge in units of elementary 
charge e  transferred across the insulating barrier in direction determined by applied bias voltage caused 
by multitunneling of one quasiparticle starting to tunnel from either electrode is 
lt PPm / .                                                                                                                                     (7) 
The variance of the charge multiplication factor is 
    lphlphtm PPmPPP /1/1 22   V .                                                                                       (8)
3. Energy transferring into heat by quasiparticle multitunneling 
After each tunneling quasiparticle transfers to heat due to the process of phonon emission the energy 
equals to the difference in quasiparticle energy between the electrodes eV . After recombination of two 
quasiparticles into a Cooper pair, twice the gap energy '2  transfers to phonon and eventually into heat. 
Thus, each quasiparticle after recombination transfers into heat the gap energy ' .
Random dynamics of transferring quasiparticle energy into heat is described by coupled equation for 
GF ][sfwi , where subscript 2,1 i  denotes the electrode from which the quasiparticle starts 
multitunneling 
  ][][ 21 sfPsPsPsf wpheVtlw  ' ,                                                                                         (9)
  ][][ 12 sfPsPsPsf wpheVtlw  ' .                                                                                         (10) 
In this set of equation we use the method elaborated in [4], which allows accounting for the different 
energies transferring into heat in the processes of quasiparticle relaxation and recombination. 
The solution of the set of equations (9) and (10) is also symmetric with respect to electrodes 
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For the mean value of the energy transferring into heat in the process of multitunneling of one 
quasiparticle starting to tunnel from either electrode in symmetric STJ detector operating at zero 
temperature we have the apparent formula 
  eVmeVPPw lt ' ' / .                                                                                            (12)
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As the charge multiplication factor lt PPm /  in real STJ is always much greater than one, then the 
mean value of quasiparticle energy transferring into heat due to the process of multitunneling is much 
greater than eV .
The variance of the energy transferred into heat in the process of quasiparticle multitunneling is 
     lphphltw PPmeVPPPeV /1)(1/)( 2222   V .                                                           (13)
As the ratio   lph PP /1  is greater than one, then the fluctuations of energy transferred into heat in 
the process of quasiparticle multitunneling in STJ detector is superpoissonian. It should be pointed out 
that the variance of the energy transferring into heat in STJ does not depend on the gap energy, because 
each quasiparticle ends its way for certain by recombination. 
All the formulae derived above are applicable to the real STJ detector operating at finite temperature 
for which the conditions 11 hte PPP !! , 22 eth PPP !!  are fulfilled. 
4. Temperature fluctuations of STJ detector 
Let > @sNf  be the GF of the number of nonequilibrium quasiparticles produced by one photon with the 
mean H/EN   and the variance NFN  
2V , where E  is the photon energy, H  is the effective 
energy of quasiparticle creation. 
For the simplest model of energy transferring into heat by one photon absorbed in detector the GF 
takes the form 
> @ > @> @sffsf wNW  .                                                                                                                     (14)
From the GF (13) the mean value and the variance of energy transferring into heat by one photon are 
wNW  ,                                                                                                                                   (15)
  )( 222 wW wFN VV  .                                                                                                            (16)
If the time constant for heat loss into the substrate is much greater than the quasiparticles lifetime in 
superconductor, then we can use the simplest balance equation for the mean temperature shift between the 
STJ and the substrate 0TTT  '  caused by absorption of one photon at time 0 t
)(/ tWTgdtTC G '' ,                                                                                                        (17)
where C is the heat capacity of STJ and g  is the thermal conductance between the STJ and the 
substrate. The solution of this equation is 
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)()/exp()/()( ttCWtT TW ' ,                                                                                             (18)
where gC / W  is the time constant for heat loss into the substrate. 
If STJ detector counts photons in accordance with Poisson process with the rate O , then in accordance 
with the Campbell’s theorem [2] we have  
³
f
f
  ' )/()()/exp()/( CWdtttCWT OWTWO ,                                                           (19)
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As  222 WW W  V , then all the quantities in (1) are determined by the formulae 
)/(0 CwETT  HOW ,                                                                                                     (21)
    > @1//)/)(2/( 2222  ' NwFCwET wVHOW .                                               (22)
If the shift of the mean STJ temperature from the substrate temperature is small, then the relative 
variance of the absorber temperature caused by heating of STJ detector is proportional to the incident 
photons flux. 
5. Conclusion 
In this work, it was shown that for energetic X-rays at high counting rates there is additional 
broadening of spectral lines due to temperature fluctuations of STJ detectors caused by dependence of the 
gap energy on the temperature. 
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